TM
FAILS
AGAIN!
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in
gathered
January 400 meditators
In
Goulburn (NSW) as part of a four week programme
of Transcendental Meditation (TM).
As reported by the media their main aim was
to break the drought and they claimed there had
been significant rain in drought areas during the
period of the programmeq
A detailed examination of rainfall figures
period showed the drought
for NSW for this
continued.
They also claimed that their programme would
improve the economy, reduce crime and sickness
and make Australia invincible against attack.
thing about the
only extraordinary
The
programme was the amount of coverage given to the
Australian media. The Adelaide
event by the
Advertiser in publicity prior to the programme
devoted six columns across the top of its front
newspaper
one
not
To our knowledge
page.
mentioned what is Transcendental Meditation. TM
involves the repeated chanting of a mantra - the
name of, or an invocation to, a Hindu god.
The failure of this TM's Goulburn experiment
list of failures
added to its long
can be
including the failure of its Mt Isa programme,
its failure to teach anyone to levitate and the
failure to honour their public claim that they
are open to any investigation.
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CLAIRVOYANT CROISET CLEARLY SEEN
by Janet de Silva
Gerald
clairvoyant,
Dutch
The
Croiset, _who died in July 1980, was one
and
celebrated
most
the
of
distinguished psychics of the twentieth
century. Credited with having assisted
and
crimes
countless
solving
in
many
in
disappearances
mysterious
"astonishing"
Croiset's
countries,
psychic ability is honoured and well
respected throughout the world.
In 1981, the American "Skeptical
two articles by a
Inquirer" published
Dutch journalist, Piet Hein Hoebens, in
surrounding the
the evidence
which
by
cases of supposed crime solving
Croiset was critically examined.c
Croiset is the subject of a full
American
by
biography
length
who
Pollack,
journalist, Jack Harrison
years
five
spent
to have
claims
the
checking
double
and
checking
writes
Pollack
record.
psychic's
convincingly of Croiset's success and
English
now the main
his book is
reference on Croiset's activities a The
other principal source of information
on Croiset are the books and articles
put together by Professor Tenhaeff, the
Dutch parapsychologist who in 1953 was
of
chair
first
to the
appointed
be
to
ever
research
psychical
regular university
established at a
(Utrecht). Tenhaeff, Croiset's mentor,
has called the psychic, the clairvoyant
equivalent of Mozart±
In his article, Hoebens, (a member
CSICOP)
of
Dutch section
the
of
examines the evidence put forward by
Croiset's
on
Tenhaeff
Pollack and
ability and reveals some extraordinary
differences between the claims and the
facts.
An example of this can be seen
when Hoebens investigated a case where
Croiset was phoned by a friend of a
Dutch family, whose four year old son
had been missing for twenty-four hours a
According to Pollack, the police had
"no clues". "The outlook isn't good"
Croiset is quoted as saying ."Search
the area immediately. But I'm afraid in
about three days the child's body will
be found in a canal close to a bridge."
Pollack continues, "Three days later, I
checked up. The police had just found
the child's body next to one of the

piers of the bridge over the canal exactly as Croiset had predicted."
Following up this story, Hoebens
had
who
police
the
contacted
police
The
the case.
investigated
reports made no mention of Croiset, nor
of a bridge. Furthermore, they revealed
that the authorities had known from the
beginning that the boy had drowned and
the
of
location
approximate
the
accident, since the incident had been
witnessed by the boy's playmate. This
is in contrast to Pollack's claim that
the police had "no clues". "No one
needed a clairvoyant to say that the
outlook isn't good or that the area
should be searched immediately," says
Pollack
Interestingly,
Hoebens.
"an amazing
this case as
presents
demonstration".
article, Hoebens
In his second
concentrates on the personal accounts
helped
who
Tenhaeff
Professor
of
Pollack's
of
supervise the writing
Pollack praises
Although
biography.
Tenhaeff as "a stickler for scientific
proof ", Hoebens presents conc1.usive
professor
the
that
evidence
Croiset's
reported
fraudulently
results.
escape
Croiset
did
how
But
obvious reason, says
detection? One
Croiset was protected
Hoebens, is that
by the fact that his mentor was an
professor.
university
authentic
was
Critical investigation he says,
further complicated by the fact that
Tenhaeff cleverly took advantage of the
the
of
Many
barrier.
language
the "classic
fraudulent versions of
cases" were concocted for export only.
In 1966, Croiset was summoned to
Adelaide, Australia to search for the
childreno A
Beaumont
three missing
local committee paid the expenses. rhe
clairvoyant was certain the children
were buried under a new warehouse and
the
After
demolition.
advised
forty
collected
had
"committee"
building was
the
thousand dollars,
demolished. No bodies were foundo This
costly mistake did not affect Croiset's
Three
Hoebensa
reports
reputation,
newspaper,
years later an Amsterdam
that the
claimed
quoting an AAP Telex,
Australian authorities had refused to

the SKEPTIC
se arch th e spot.
More recently, the Sydne y evening
the Daily , Mirror, contacted
paper,
over the
in January 1978,
Croiset
Donald
of
disappearance
mysterious
Mackay in Griffith on 15 July 1977.
According to a Daily Mirror journalist,
Croiset spelt out Mackay's last hours
and his death after concentrating on a
to
satellite
by
sent
photograph
Holland. Croiset was reported by the
Sunday newspaper (22/1/78) as having
"startling" allegations
made several
about the Donald Mackay disappearance,
of semi-trance.
state
in a
while
Croiset claimed that the Griffith drug
crusader, was executed by two bullets
fired into his spine, and was buried
near water under a pile of stones. His
killers were three men, one of them a
and
social
well respected
VIP in
political circles. Mackay, according to
Croiset, was murdered as he tried to
keep a rendezvous with the VIP near
The
1977.
July
15
on
Griffith
rendezvous was a death trap established
by the VIP because Mackay had learned
too much about the illegal drug market
in Australia. Croiset sent a drawing of
the VIP killer and drawings of possible
grave sites. The killer, according to
Croiset, was a _tall man with olive skin
Finally,
and Italian-styled clotheso
Croiset claimed that Mackay had kept a
secret list connected with drugs in his
bedroom and that he died at 6.22a.m or
on the day he disappeared. The
p.m
newspaper gave all this information to
the police and reported that they were
taking it seriously.
Five years have now passed since
the disappearance of Donald Mackay, and
his
surrounding
circumstances
the
disappearance remain as much a mystery.
well
what was
What is known, and
the
of
time
the
at
publicised
disappearance, is that Mackay was last
at
seen leaving the Griffith Hotel
van
A
1977.
July
15
on
about 6.30p.m
belonging to him was found in the hotel
car park with blood stains and evidence
of shooting, but there was no sign of
him, dead or alive. Three very dark men
were reported seen in the car park
-Southern Europeans, it was suggested.
Due to Donald Mackay's involvement in
of marihuana crops
past discoveries
found near Griffith, Australians spoke
openly and angrily of a mafia
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Italian
the
amongst
organisation
community in Griffith.
documented
Comparing these well
facts about the Mackay case and the
"startling" allegations made by Croiset
six months after the disappearance, it
famous
the
that
probable
seems
too
on
clairvoyant didn't need to rely
much of his "telepathy" to gain the
impressions he revealed.It appears that
the Daily Mirror believes it impossible
that a Dutch clairvoyant would not have
the resources in six months to obtain
an Australian newspaper and read it±
wife
Donald Mackay's
Interestingly,
phone by
Barbera, was contacted by
Croiset about the missing list that was
supposed to be hidden in the bedroom.
It could not be located.
Then in July 1978, Croiset was
brought to Australia, sponsored partly
network.
Television
O-Ten
the
by
clairvoyant
his
of
Speaking
a
described
Croiset
impressions,
terrace house in King's cross, Sydney
people
with
linked
being
as
responsible for Mackay's death. Taken
through Sydney, Croiset was unable to
identify any one building, explaining
that he had not realised that there
were so many buildings looking so much
alike in Sydney. Finally he was taken
to Griffith, were he pointed out a
a waterway.
posssible burial site
exhaustingly
had been
However this
searched by police soon after Mackay's
a
addition,
In
disappearance.
discusssion with Barbera Mackay also
proved fruitless.
Croiset's
known how
It is not
the Mackay case was
involvement in
Holland, or elsewhere
in
back
reported
in the world. What is known, is that
his reputation remained unquestioned.
When Croiset died unexpectedly in 1980,
Elsevier,
weekly,
Amsterdam
the
reported that the deceased had heralded
a "new awareness in cosmic solidarity".
Other newspapers have since called him
never
who
clairvoyant
"the
at .
guess
only
can
One
disappointed"o
what the "Beaumont committee" think of that!
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PARANORMAL
AUSTRALIA
WA COUPLE COMMUNICATE WITH
TAU CETI'S MANU DAILY
Mr and Mrs .Brian Dowling of Mt
Lawley Western Australia contact Manu
of the Planet Tau Ceti telepathically
every day.
Manu has informed the couple that
there are 2,000 space craft in Earth's
atmosphere at present monitoring all
types of pollution.
They would be landing in 1986 when
Haley's comet brings natural disasters
and upheavals.
Mr
and
Mrs
Dowling
exchange
information with Manu on conditions and
living styles in both planetso
(Sunday Times, 16 Jan 1983)

NUTS OPTIONAL
Adelaide
University
Metaphysics
Society advertised a seminar on the art
of dowsing for Oct 20th.
According
to the
advertisement
dowsing uses a . physical response to
obtain information not just to find
water or minerals but also to find the
answers to almost any question. The
advertisement stated it was optional to
bring two metres of stiff wire and a
nut or fishing sinker.
(On Dit, 18 Oct 1982)

PALM RADIATES DIVINE LIGHT
Andris
Tebecis
PhD
used
to
research
animal and
human
nervous
systems. He now raises his right hand,
chants in Japanese and transmits Divine
Light.
The light is supposedly a very
strong purifying energy and can be used
for a variety of problems from recovery
from Multiple Sclerosis to the problem
of barking dogs.
It
allegedly
melts
toxins
including chemicals, coagulated blood,
urea compounds,
petrol
fumes, food
additives and colouring agents. They
become liquified and discharged.
Dr Tebecis tells all about Divine
Light in his new book "Mahikari" now on
sale around Australia.
(Australian, 11 Dec 1982)

RATIONALIST ANGELS
Adelaide's columnist Father John
confirmed that Angels do exist and are
messengers from Godo
He
stated
that
angels
are
creatures and not rival gods. He said
that Angels,
like human beings are
intelligent creatures with the freedom
to accept or reject God.
(Adelaide Advertiser, 29 Sept 1982)

Paranormal Australia is a regular feat ure of " the Skeptic".
We rely on
readers forwarding us newspaper cuttings from throughout Australia on paranormal
topics. Limited space enable s the publication of only a few extra cts from the
many cuttings sent.
However all c uttings go into o ur resource library and may
form the basis of later resear c h. Please keep a n eye o ut for suitable c uttings
and forward them t o o ur P.O. Box 1555P, G. P . O. Melbourne.
3001. '
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LETTERS
Ve.all EclU.oft,
An "aud" :tut 06 wa:teJt cuvin.-i..ng?
Thank
you 60ft c.opiu
06 :the
Skepilc whic.h I have ftead wUh -6pec.,lal
.-i..n:teJte-6:t - M :the geneJtal :theme -0 eem.6
:to be :the -6eaJLc.h 60ft FACTS.
My -6 pec,i_ai. in:teJte-0:t ~ .-i..n bung a
The.Mpeuilc. MM-0eUJt/Heai.eJt and I have
~o bee.n
-0uc.c.U-6 6ul M an ama:te.UJt
WateJt VivineJt.
Some ye~ ago 1 rued :to in,i,ila:te
' an
object-i..ve analy~~
but wUhout
-0uc.c.u-0 bec.aMe
:the
"ChaUe.ng~"
IAXlrited :to ,i,mpo-0e cond,i,:t,i,o~ :that i..oe.fte
,i,mpo-6-6ible, i.e. :teJUn6 I knew I could
not do.
I had -0:ta:ted my opinion :that
on--6Ue. cuvin.-i..ng would woftk only ovell
moving undeJtgMund wa:teJt and :thefte IAtt-6
no IAXlY :to pftecuc.:t depth, -0upply Oft
qua.Li:ty - although expeJt,i,e.nce ,in one
Mea u.tl.6 valuable ,in ge:tilng -0ome. idea
06 -0upply.
I had ~o -0aid :that Geological
me.:tho~ could locate -0:tJ..U uttteft but
cuv,{J1,,(J'lg could not - and :t~ ~ why
:theJte. ~ -00 muc.h con6Mion. Viv.-i..ning
could be thM -0uc.ce-0-06ul in loc.a:t,i,ng
-6:tJte.~ :that weJte Mu.ally 06 be:t:teJt
quo.Li.;ty than wa:te.Jt at a gJtea:te.l{ depth,
and would 6ind 1.,uch wa,tel{ with a lot 06
ac.c.UJtacy i6 done coMee:tiy.
I ma,i,n;taJ..ned :that a p![opell te-0t
tAXJuld be a -6,<.de. by -0.ide. compa1U-0on w..itft
ge.o.t'.agicai me.tho~ in an al{ea wheJte. ,i_ t
~ known that the.Jte -6hai Row -6tl{e.am-6 oft
ftfte-6he.Jt lAXl:te.l{ ovelliaying -6ait wa;te.l{,
wh,i,ch c.auR.d be. ftound anywhe!t.e. oveJr the
Me.a. 1ft a numbel{ oft -6,<.;f(l-6 had been
dl[,,iii e.d at ll.andom un the McVonne f R -6-<. te
and a te-6t caNUed out on .the two Rot-6
un wa;tel{ fiuund OVC!fl .the cUvined ,6-<..t e
:tlwn :the l{e-6u.ft-6 mi.gh:t have been nail
muflC!. cunv,i nclng i n a nal'Juai lAXl(j.
1 l,avc.>. done une "ac,id" tr-6t tluu
r.unvA.JH'e.d a G('o,f og.iJ.d .tlia:t c:U.v.i n-<. ng IAXl-0
dC!.l)A..Y1-<.,fe..f1J won.th lle-6eaJzcl1-<.nA. Th,i.ti wa-6
a WC!l.f I -6ank
:thllC!(-' ft<'r ..t nll<ml an
<' u.J.ding
oul{r_ 36 f, .t deep. n,e ll<'a-6on
IAXl-6 ano:tlwl{
-6:tJream :tlia.t rou..fcl br f .ink<'d

up wUh :the bofte :to pJtovide a biggeft,
mol{e. -6ecUJte -6upply.
The t.00.:te.Jt 1.ttt-6 -0tJt.uck at 32 6t and
could not be. lowe.Jte.d e.ve.n :though the
bofte l.ttt-6
6ully
pumped out wl:th a
pump-jack. So a jac.k-hammeft hole IAA'.t-6
clJtill_ed :thMugh :to :the bofte bu:t :the
-0uppty UKl.6 :too big 6oJt :the pump-jac.k :to
loi..oe.ft U enough :to ptac.e ge..U.gn,i,:te :to
deepen :the hole.
So we put the pump-jack ove.Jt the
i..oe.U wUh a b,i,gge.Jt pump and weJte able
:to ge.:t ano:theJt :thJte.e 6ee:t 06 ~.-i..nlu.ng
completed. We had no :te~ti..ng geM but
i..oe. aU agJteed :that :the :two t.00.:te/t.6 weJte
Ve/ttj cu6 ne.Jte.n,t :to :lM:te..
The weU ~ ~uu :theJte Ma FACT
and I am wonde.Jt,i,ng i6 Vic.k Smlih ii,
,in:tefte~:ted, oft anybody we who ii,,
would c.Me :to be objec.ilve -i.n :the
-0ea1Lch 6oJt 6am.
FJLank Blload.

VeaJt EdUoft,
On the TJta.ck
a tot o 6 Jt4in
he.Jte Jte.c.en:ti.y,
inc.i.ucung ~ome. heavy
6all-6 on Monday 10 Jan. On Tuuday 11
Jan I Jtecuve.d a ,t elephone c.o.il 6Mm a
chap at 01Un,(,,6ton, neaJL Cleveland, on
:the -0outhwut ~hoJte 06 Mofteton Bay,
Queen~ta.nd. He.
had 6ound a. ~et 06
tJt.ack.-6 w,i,th a. 2 mC':tJt.e. ~tJt_,i_de ,in a
cuR-tivate.d f,✓<e.f.d, W-U"h no gnound c.oveJt
ol{ 6aRRen .f.eave.-0. The
.tJr.ack~
weJte
iwugh( q · c,iJrc.ufM, about 4 inc.he~ -ln
cuametel{, -<.my.>ll.('.-0-0<!.d about 2 {nclie.~ deep
aJ'ld had 4 wefR-de.v('foped toe~ eac.h. I
e xyJ.f ainecl how cU. ft nicu.f.t .it wa~
.t o
-<..clen.t-i.f,~1 a.nutfung on ,the phone, and
-6UfJg('.-0tecl /1(' dwcl~ C'afl(' f,ne,e lj to ,6('(! { ft
tl1e1te Welle an11 tJt.arll-0 wi ,tldn the 2
m<'tll<' ,inte11va.f, pe![l,ap-0 [){'.,ing on mulr<'
60.f✓icl n11uund and li<'m'e no.t -0lww..i»R up
l:Je have. had Jta:theft
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M we.1.l. I ai/20 Mked how 6M h,,w
btac.fv., 1.>ank. in, and he thought abou;t
1I Z inc.h, but c.ommerited that he L,00.-6 o 6
1.>Ught build, and henc.e JW.:thvz. Ught.
Soon a6tvz. he hung up.
Latvz. I Jtec.uved anothvz. c.a.te. nMm
the
1.>a.me
c.hap.
He had gone bac.k
--i..mmecUa.,t.ei.y to c.hec.k the tJta.c.kJ.,, and
ha.d t!ta.c.ed them bac.k to a neMbtJ !toad
whvz.e the gJtou.nd L,00.-6 moJte 6,<.Jtm. Hvz.e he
6ou.nd the J.>olution. What ha.d appeMed
to be -t>ingle tJta.c.kJ., W-i..th 6ou.Jt tau,
we.Jte in 6ac.t two ei.onga.te tJta.c.kJ., c.loJ.>e
tog e..thvz., W-i..th two to u eac.h. He had no
d,<.66ic.u.lttj in id.enti6tJing thue
M
unll.a.by tfta.c.fv.,. AppMently the waii.aby,
1.>ometi.me d.ulung the. ~ght, had go".1-e.
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belting ac.Jto-6-6 the 6iei.d, and whe.1te. the
gM und L,00.-6 -6 o 6t the. two hnpftin.u had
mvz.ged toge.thvz. and looked Uke a
1.>ingle t!ta.c.k 06 a la.Jtge.
and heavy
be.Mt.
Tlu/2 -6 hoW-6 -6 ome. -<.mpoJtta.n.t po-i..n.,t,,6 •
7) A me.mbvz. 06 the. public. W-i..th no
60 Jtmal br..cunin.g, ,6 uc.h M tlu/2 c.hap, c.an
J.>olve the puzzle. o 6 myJ.>teJt,<.ou.-6 tJta.c.fv.,
by looking c.a.Jte.6uii.tJ and -<.mme.d,[a.tef.y at
what ,[,6 thvz.e. 2) Had he Jtu.ng up a
lac.al neW6papvz. oft Jta.d,[o 1.>ta.t,[on W-i..th
lu/2 -6 to Jttj o 6 '-> ol ving mtj-6 tvz.,[o U-6 tJta.c.kJ., ,
thetj wo u.ld ha.ve. pcud no a.tte.ntio n: but
ha.d he. c.a.te.e.d them yowi..e. tJta.c.kJ., he
LA.XJu.ld Uk.ei.y have ha.d Jtepoftte.M out
the.1te. a.le. da.tJ. AU the. but.
Ralph Molna.Jt, Que.en,J.,la.nd Mu.-6eu.m.

TERTIARY PARANORMAL COURSES
This year Murdoch University (WA)
commences its paranormal communication
course. Murdoch's
Professor Frogsham
claims the existence of extra sensory
perception
(ESP)
and psycho-kinesis
have been scientifically proven. He has
stated that everyone has psi ability.
At the University of New England
(NSW) the department of psychology runs

a course on parapsychology, taught by
Dr Harvey Irwino In Tasmania, Dr Jurgen
Kiel offers a course in parapychology
at the University of Tasmania.
Australian
Skeptics
would like
members to attend and evaluate these
courses. We would also like to learn of
other courses conducted in
tertiary
institutes.
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U.S. SKEPTICS HEAR "BREATHARIAN" SPEAK
by Bart Brodsky
On a recent visit to a lecture by
Wiley Brooks, . .a small expedition of Bay
Area Skeptics, · including Bob Steiner
and myself, was confronted with this
fantastic proposition: Mr Brooks claims
· to be a "breatharian", a person who- can
exist
solely on
sunshine and air,
without any food whatsoever.
Mr Brooks' premise is that since
every body w}:lo ea.t s dies, therefore
food is bad and. th~ only way to avoid
death is to -quit eating foodo .
Mr Brooks asserts he will live
perhaps
1,000,
perhaps
10,000
or
100,000 years, one of which is man's
natural life
expectancyo
Mr Brooks
claims he has not eaten anything in 18
years, with . the exception of some fruit
juice
or
fruit.
He
takes
this
occasionally to produce an
alkaline
reaction in his
body, a protection
against air polluted by acid rains. He
could not be pinned down as to how
often or how much medicine he ingested.
A crowd of about 75 people paid $5
each
to hear
this
self-proclaimed
Breatharian, whose only qualifications
appear to be appearances on the Tom
Snyder Show and "That's Incredible"o
Mr Brooks charges as much as $500
per day to work with advanced clients
in his "transitional" diet that helps
one cut back on and finally break the
eating habit.
Mr Brooks' claim to authority is
the yogic tradition or myth that some
persons, on their ascent to holiness,
have gone without sustenance for months
or yearso Mr
Brooks
is
the only
acknowledged living Breatharian, but he
boasts a following of supporters who
are
on their way
to
total
food
abstinence via his meagre transitional
diet.
Our band of skeptical inquirers
threw a question or two at Mr Brooks

after his presentation and met with the
predictable
side-stepping
and
ground-shifting. Others in the audience
met Mr Brooks with polite but obvious
skepticism. But a number
of people
seemed quite willing to
accept his
premise without reservation as well as
embracing his claim to authenticity.
One nursing mother was 'considering the
practice
of Breatharianism but
she
wanted more information to make sure it
was safe for her childo (We talked to
her afterwards, privately, to persuade
her to talk with her doctor before
doing anything rash.)
Most
people,
even
those
who
profess a metaphysical world view, tend
to be more realistic when it comes to
making operational evaluations.
Commentary: Like virgin
births, .
Santa
Claus
and
pink
elephants,
Breatharianism will find acceptance so
long as people need to feel relief from
what they
feel
is a
mundane and
unexciting
existenceo
Skeptics
and
believers need to
remind themselves
that the mind, and life itself, are
miracles more fantastic and worthy of
reJoice than
any
simple
myth
or
folk-tale.
We can all take heart that the
laws of nature are not so inconsistent
that fast-talking hot air salesmen can
defy them without consequence. But it
is a sad fact that more people will pay
good
money
to hear a
Breatharian
lecture than will listen to a credible
nutritionisto My own five dollars would
have been better spent providing a hot
lunch to some under-privileged school
childreno At some point we must go
beyond
skepticism and venture
some
positive altealative~o
(reprinted from February 1983 "BASIS" the journal of the Bay Area Skeptics,
our · sister · organisation
in
San
Francisco.)

Editor Mark Plummer - Assistant Editor Janet de Silva
- Word Processing James Gerrand & Phillip McKerracher
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SALES
the
Geller" by
"The Magic of Uri
Amazing Randi.
We have made a bulk purchase of
this book (308 pages paperback) and can
offer it to our readers for $3 (add $1
for postage) while stocks last. The
books are in stock and there will be no
waiting period.
"INDEX to the Skeptical Inquirer"
We have several copies of this
for
$2
it
can offer
and
Index
(including postage)o
purchase the above items simply
"Australian
to
cheque
your
send
Box 1555P, Melbourne
Skeptics", GPO
3001. If orders for the book exceed our
supply and we cannot purchase further
copies in bulk then we will refund your
money. If orders for the Index exceed
our stock we will re-order more from
the USA. Late orderers for the Index
may have to wait several months.
To

SUBSCRIBE TO "THE SKEPTICAL INQUIRER"
the
organisation,
parent
Our
Scientific
the
for
Committee
the
of
Claims
of
Investigation
a
produces
(CSICOP)
Paranormal
Skeptical
"the
magazine,
quarterly
eighty
of some
usually
Inquirer",
pages.
We can sell you a back issue for
$A 5.00 each but for present and future
issues you need to subscribe direct at
the following rates:$US 19 for 1 year
$US 31.50 for 2 years
$US 40.50 for 3 years
These rates include surface postage.
For airmail posting add $US 4.50 per
year.

Your bank can arrange a cheque in
$US drawn on a US bank. Send the order
Skeptical
"The
to
direct
form
Park
Central
229,
Box
Inquirer",
Station, Buffalo New York 14215 USA.
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PERTH PSYCHIC SURGERY PROMOTERS CHALLENGEDi
by Mark Plwnmer
On November 3rd along with 400
other people I attended a meeting of
the W.A. Society for Psychical Research
at Perth's Murdoch University.
There
I
observed
a
film of
Filipino
sleight
of
hand
expert
Josephine Sisson performing a technique
known to magicians as the disappearing
sponge-ball routine.
Sisson created the illusion of a
ball
of
"consecrated" cotton
wool
disappearing into a person's head and
re-emerging elsewhere on the body.
Sisson
also
performed
other
sleight of hand
techniques commonly
used by Filipinos who pretend to have
psychic powers to perform surgery.
During the showing of the film the
commentator made amazing claims about
Sisson's psychic powers. After the film
promoters
of
Philippines
Psychic
Surge·ry tours called on people wishing
to come on the next tour in January to
come forward.
There were references to a recent
film, "I am no God", having been shown
on Perth television which revealed a
Filipino psychic surgeon Alex Orbito to
use trickery, and assurances that while
Orbito may have been a fake Sisson was
genuine.
I wrote a full description of this
meeting of the Society for Psychical
Research for the last Skeptic under the
by-line of "West Coast Correspondent".
I used this by-line as I did not want
Western Australian parapsychologists to
know
of
my
presence
in
Western
Australia at that stage.
After the meeting I telephoned one
of the
promoters of the advertised
forthcoming trip to the Philippines and
pretended I was interested in going. In
the course of my enquiry I asked if she
knew how to discriminate between "fake"
and "ge nuine" psychic surgeons.
She
said she did not but assured me that
Sisson was genuine.
I wondered how she could be so
sure Sisson was genuine if she could
not
discriminate between "fake " and
"genuine ".
My next step was to view the "I am
no
God" film
on
psychic
surgery
p r eviously shown on Perth television.

The film's producer Carmelo Musca
arranged a private showing.
Carmelo and his production team
had travelled to the Philippines with a
group tour going for psychic surgery
and filmed participants before, during
and after their operations.
During one operation they had one
camera secretly running from one angle
while a cameraman openly filmed from
another angle.
When they returned and processed
their film, the footage taken secretly
clearly
showed the
Filipino hiding
material under the patient's clothes
and
retrieving the material to
be
produced as material taken from within
the body.
This was described in the film's
commentary as trickery
was so
and
blatant
that
even
Perth
parapsychologists have had to admit to
it being fakery.,
Carmelo was extremely co-operative
and agreed to the film being shown at a
public meeting. The next stage was to
recruit a Perth magician to demonstrate
sleight of hand techniques known to be
used by fake psychic surgeons.
A visit to
a
meeting of the
Western Australian Society of Magicians
found a volunteer in magician Danny
Varney.
Getting
permission
from
the
governing body of magicians for one of
their magicians to reveal how sleight
of hand tricks are done is as hard as
getting the Pope to agree to giving a
priest dispensation to marry a nun.
However because of the harm being done
in persuading very sick people to pay
thousands of dollars to travel to the
Philippines to be subjected to quackery
Danny was given permission.
Danny then saw the film "I Am No
God". Here came the biggest surprise.
Although the Producer and film crew had
spent thousands of hours on the film
they had only come up with one example
of trickery. However : Danny was able to
locate at least a dozen examples of
sleight of hand in the film.
This clearly
confirmed that no
matter how good an observer the average
person may feel he is he or she is
unlikely to de t ect s l e ight of hand or
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WEEKEND NEWS, JANUARY 15, 16, 1983

'Trickery is the only power these people have'

Magician shows how to operate

Skeptics show
••• psychic ·trickery
Br JIM POLLARD

The girl seemed calm and relaxed as the "psychic surgeon" pushed his fingers into her
stomach and blood oozed out.
She did not blink an
eyelid when he pulled
out "malignant tissue"
w~th a loud popping
sound and then mopped
up the mess.
The "operation" was a
hoax sta,ged by a Perth
magician and a friend
for an audience who believed they were going
to see the real thing.
It had been organised
by Australia Skeptics, a
nationwide group back-ed by multi-millionai re
Dick Smith.
Their aim at the Murdoch University · meeting, was to explain the
mystery
behmd
the
power of Filipino psychic "surgeons" who
have taken thous ands
of dollars from sick
West Australians.
During their investigations they say they discovered the surgeons
use sleight of hand and
joke-shop aids.
"Dr" Danny Varney
used
the
well-worn
tricks to carrv out his
operation. Wearing a
plastic thumb filled
with blood and cotton
wool swabs of animal
tissue he appeared to
push his fingers into
the stomach.
He pulled off the
"thumb"
under
the
guise ot kneading Ute

The practice of faith healing or psychic surgery was revealed
this week to be easily open to fraud and faking.

Story: John Dilley

The Australian Skep-

tlcs organisation lifted
the cover off psychic
surgery with a public
display which surprised many eyewitnesses at Murdoch

Pictures:

Joe Wheeler
woman's stomach with
a loud plopping noise
and the blood oozed out
between his fingers.
Then he gradually pulled out the pieces of tissue from a cotton wool
swab and quickly mopped up the bloody mess.
It was effective aP.d
even under our close
scrutiny, was hard to
spot the trickery.
Mr Mark Plummer,
president of the group
investigating
many
claims of the paranormal said he believed psychic surgery was fake.
"Some people do believe
in
paranormal
phenomena and we are
not out to ridicule their
beliefs. I just ask those
people to apply strict
tests before handing
over any money," he
said.
"All the evidence we
have
gathered
indicates that trickery is
the only power these
people have and many
p e op 1 e
have been
conned out of money
and given false hope
by these psychic surgeons."

University.
The crowd which turned up to see the "magic"
of psychic "doctors" were
shown tiicks which were
said to have been used
to con thousands of dollars from W1Suspecting
Australians.
The Australian Skeptics, an organisat i on
which examines claims
of paranormal phenomena, introduced a Dr
Barney Daniels.
Later in the evening
the doctor was revealed
as a Perth magician,
Danny Barney.
Clips
were
shown
from a recent television
documentary on psychic
surgeons in the Philippines entitled "I Am No
God".
Then Dr Daniels did
his stuff. A
young
woman from the audience lay on the table in
front of us and bared
her stomach, after tellIng the good doctor of
her mystery pain.
He kne11ded her stomach and shortly was
reaching inside her and
pulling out what we
thought was a malignant growth.
. .
It was very convmcmg.
Dr Daniels wiped away
the blood and · there was
no scar.
. People from the audience were invited to inspect the blood, and the
growth, which had been
removed.
The president of the
Australian Skeptics, .
Mark Plummer. tilen
told the audience they
had been tricked and
that ·Dr Daniels was a
magician.
He read out passages
from the official transcript of the US Commission into psychic sur-

I

Perth magician Donny Vamey shows how psychic surgeons fake tf.ei r operations. ~nset: Danr,y fokes the removal of the "malignant tissue...

THE MEDIA GA VE GOOD COVERAGE TO OUR PERTH MEETING: -

"Weekend News" 15 Jan (left)
After the operation, members of the
audience were invited to inspect the
growth .

"Sunday Times" 16 Jan (right)
- reproduced by permission.

Danny Barney, alias Dr Barney Daniels, works
on his patient.
gery held several years permission from the WA

ago.

Americans who went
the
Philippines
to
to seek the help of these
psychic surgeons - In
some cases as a last hope
to cure their diseases had often died because
of the long journey, we
heard.
Ma ny lost - thousands
of dollars and said la ter
they had no diagnosed
benefit
from
their
"treatment".
Mr Barney used a
fake thumb full of
blood.a concealed handful of animal intestines
and the art of palming
and sleight-of-hand to
fool his audience.
He was given special

society of Magicians to
perform said later he
didn't like people being
used by magic.
"If I see people using
magic arts to rob people
then I think I should
speak out," Mr Barney
said.

Slow motion replays
of the television documentary showed the Filipino faith healers used
the same trickery.
Plummer said after
the lecture the Skeptics.
who were founded two
years ago by Sydney
electronics
millionaire
Dick Smith, wanted to
warn the public about
the psychic surgeons.

"People use magie arts to rob'

the SKEPTIC
trickery. People not trained in sleight
of hand, trickery
or fraud
become
easily fooled by fraudulent psychics.
The second major aid we had was
the modern video equipment provided by
Carmelo
Musca. This
enabled us to
freeze the action, reverse the tape and
replay sections of the tape slowly.
Magicians
love
to
fool other
magicians with sleight of hand. With
the advent of
home
video machines
magicians can tape magic shows from the
television and replay them over in slow
motion till they can pick the sleight
of hand or trickery.
At our public meeting we too were
able to replay parts of "I Am No God"
in
slow motion and
freeze certain
sections. We leave the full description
of our meeting to the two newspaper
articles reproduced overleaf.
At our meeting the supporters of
parapsychology
put
up
a
spirited
argument in favour of Josephine Sisson
being a genui ne "psychic" surgeon but
none
of them
attempted to
defend
"Psychic
surgeon"
Alex
Orbito
as
genuine. The evidence
shown in the
film was too overwhelming.
prove
It
is
impossible
to
absolutely that there is no such person
as
a
psychic surgeon. It is also
impossible to prove that there are no
such animals as pink elephants.
Every time one Filipino is e x1r,osed
as a fake, tour promoters can ~~me up
with another Filipino who they claim is
the genuine article.
I
therefore took the step
of
preparing a "Gui de to testing Psychic
Surgeons". Copies were handed out at
the meeting and also advertised in the
press.
Hundreds
have
now
been
distribute d.
(A
free
copy
can b e
obtained by s e nding a S .A.E. to our
P.O. Box).
I believe it is more fruitful to
p atients
try to e ducate pros pective
have
a
lready
b e en
than those who
operated on.
This way p rospective patient will
have some ide a of what to look for and
will b e a little more relucta nt to p art
with money .
One Per th magician s uggest e d we
s hould go a s t ep further by s ending him
and anothe r magir i an on a qroup t o ur
to the Philippine s Q
Upon depart ure one mag ician could
run a crash c o urse f o r the patie nts in
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detecting sleight of hand trickery. The
other magician could remain incognito
and use a hidden camera to film the
operationso
If the psychic surgeon turned out
to be a fraud the two magicians and
other dissatisfied members of the p arty
could then sue the promoters for all
costs outlaid, and if they were ill,
for damages for any aggravation of the
illness or any suffering or pain cauped
by the journey.
The United States Federal Trade
Commission has already held that in
view
of
the
absolutely incredible
nature
of
"psychic
surgery"
tour
promoters were under a duty to make a
thorough
enquiry
before
making
representations
to
the
public
in
promoting tours to
the Philippines,
that actual surgery would be performed,
and that the body would be opened with
the bare hands.
A recent Australian High
Court
case
held
that
persons
tendering
negligent advice may be sued.
If dissatisfied people sued the
promoters the courts would only have to
be
satisfied
on
the
balance
of
probabilities
that
the
"psychic
surgeon" was fake to award damages.
Being a civil case the relevant level
of proof
is merely the balance of
probabilities, not
p r oof
beyond
a
reasonable doubt or absolute proof.
Thus
persons promoting
psychic
surgery should be very careful to fully
test the psychic surgeons they promote
to b e sure that they could prove to an
Australian Court
that
the
psychic
surgeon was genuine and not just using
sleight of hand.
One final note. In the December
Skeptic I wrote that the next organised
tour to the Philipp ine s was to be in
January o However just before leaving
Perth on Jan 15th I found that the tour
had been postponed. I wonder why?
According to a report in Fate magazine,
the noted Philippine "psychic surgeon"
Tony Agpaoa died recent ly, at the
a dvanced age of 42. Agpaoa repo rtedly
could p ull "diseased" tissue from the
body of patients without making th e
incision and without leaving any scar,
although skeptics charged that he was
merely practicing sleight of hand.
Inexplicably, when Agpaoa beco me ill,
he sought treatment from co nventional
doctors, and not fro m other "psychic
su rgeons."
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AUSTRALIAN SKEPTICS

FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE PERIOD 1/7/81 TO 31/12/82*
INCOWlE

Subscriptions to "The Skeptic"
Sales (Books, Periodicals, Back Issues)
Donations
Door Takings at Lectures (Melbo & Perth)
Bank Interest
Refund (Sales Tax)
Bank Balance at 30/6/81
TOTAL INCOME

EXPENDITURE

$3,633.87

--------

Purchases (Stationary, Office material)
Postage
Printing "Skeptic"
Periodicals for sale
Library
Sundries
Bank Balance at 31/12/82
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

ASSETS

$1,288000
1,452.24
431025
98000
12027
9o00
343,;11

74~o60
537011
1,045.06
1,000006
20.69
279008 .
4 27
0

$3,633087

--------

STOCK FOR SALE - Cost Price
Books
"The Skeptical Inquirer"
Back issues of "The Skeptic" 1981

21054
408000
14 50
0

229050
6.00

1982

Index "The Skeptical Inquirer"
$

LIBRARY
Books
Periodicals

679054

92.78
114.00

$

Stapling Machine ($37.50 less 15% depro)
LIABILITIES

--------

------206078

$

31087

Dr to CSICOP (US$ 268050 - 31/12/82)
$
for back issues of "the Skeptical Inquirer"

275000

*NOTE This Statement covers 18 months, from 1/7/81 to 31/12/82,
instead of 12 months. The reason is that your Committee resolved
to change to the calendar year closing of accounts, to commence
with the commencement of the yearly subscriptions.
Joe Rubinstein, Treasurer.
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On the Paranormal:
In Defense of Skepticism
The predictable pattern of
presentation-critique-rebuttal
concerning psi claims has missed an
important is.sue: Why are the
skeptics so skeptical?
Arthur S. Reber
There has never been a shortage of interest in paranormal phenomena,
although the focus has shifted from time to time. Sometimes there has been
a quasi-theological slant with concerns about Satanic influences; at other
times, a mystical orientation suggesting the existence of untapped, occult
(from the Latin meaning covered or concealed)) properties of mind; and, at
still other times, an empirical, scientific tilt, where the effects are examined
under laboratory conditions. To a considerable extent all three of these
foci coexist today, but it is with the third that l am primarily concerned
here: the claim for the .. reality" of paranormal phenomena by persons who
are trained scientists and seekers of empirical truth.
Recent years have witnessed two remarkable flurries of activity on
this front. On the one hand, there is the widespread acceptance by scientists
and laypersons alike of the truth of the paranormal. On the other, there is
the vigorous and dedicated effort on the part of many equally dedicated
persons to critique the claims made for paranormal effects.
I have been fascinated by these battles, and as I have read the
literature and taught courses on the subject l have been struck by a telling
sameness in the "give and take .., The scenario is roughly as follows:
Parapsychology researchers carry out an experiment on some paranormal
phenomenon (most of the recent efforts have been on telepathy [Soal and
Bateman 1954], clairvoyance [Schmidt 1969], and remote viewing or
"astral projection" [Targ and Puthoff 1974, 1977]). The experiment is
described as having been carried out with scrupulous control, and the
positive findings are usually presented with an impressive array of
statistical support. The responsible parapsychology community, itself
wary of fraud and complicity and the eagerness of the editors of
supermarket "rags" to exploit them, carefully examines the study to assure
itself that the work is legitimate. Having "passed muster," the study is
deemed to be a significant and important demonstration by the
parapsychologists and it is announced as such in various esoteric journals
and in popular books. A hard-working skeptic, with a zeal that would have
warmed the heart of Arthur Conan Doyle (Sir Arthur, interestingly, was a
firm believer in fairies, among other occult phenomena), reveals that this
"new classic" study in fact contains logical and methodological holes big
enough to drive a half-track through and proceeds to demonstrate how no
paranormal explanations are needed for what have turned out to be
perfectly normal effects. The responsible members of the parapsychology
community react sensitively to the critic, usually by pointing out flaws in
the arguments concerning flaws in the study. Then they point out that,
even if these experimental findings are not reliable, this · presents no
fundamental problem because a new experiment with "air-tight controls"
has been reported that has demonstrated the same effects. The hardAr1hur Reber is a professor qfpsychology at Brook(l'n College and at the Graduate
Cen1er of the City University of New York.

This article is reprinted with permission from "the Skeptical Inquirer·" r-vinter 1982/3
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working skeptic, with singular enthusiasm, notes that this new study, in
fact, ... This pattern can easily be seen in the critical volumes of Hansel
( 1980) and Marks and Kammann ( 1980) and in reviews of them by
defenders of parapsychology (e.g., see Palmer's review of Hansel [Palmer
1981]).
The lesson learned in reviewing these issues is that the question of the
"reality" of paranormal phenomena is stunningly resistant to empirical
validation and falsification procedures. Quite frankly, there are no data I
know of that could convince a skeptic of the existence of psi phenomena,
and there are no sufficiently cogent critiques of the experiments I have seen
that could persuade a believer that all is artifact. Indeed, this dispute is not
played out to convert the dogmatists on either side; it is aimed at the rest of
the intellectual and general public to persuade them to adopt one or the
other point of view. And so it should be. This, of course, is what this essay
is all about.
The cycle .of presentation-critique-rebuttal-presentation-critique has
been most entertaining, but it has _missed an important ·issue: Why are the
skeptics so skeptical? I am one, and I have not been in the least persuaded
by any experiment I have ever seen, including those whose flaws I cannot
divine and those that have resisted the scalpels of the best of critics. The
issues that are of far more import are those that go beyond current disputes
over empirical ~emonstrations or the lack of them. These are the larger
issues of philosophy and science. An appreciation of them is surprisingly
absent from most of the public pronouncements of the disputants. It seems
rather clear to me that skeptics are •skeptics because they recognize
( consciously or unconsciously) that science is anchored by three
fundamental "canons" and one psychological "law" and believers are
believers because they fail to recognize the profundity of these canons and
the pragmatic richness of this psychological "law."
The canons are as follows: ( l) Nature is reliable. (2) Science is
coherent. (3) Explanation is mechanistic. The psychological law is· the
Principle of Psychological Inertia, which states that the greater the weight
of a body of knowledge the more difficult it will be to deflect the thinking of
the possessors of that knowledge. Let me take these up one at a time and
show how they explicate the position of the skeptic.
Nature is reliable. In some ways this principle is taken as an axiom of
all scientific work. It is a ..given" whose truth is so fundamental to the
entire endeavor that it is rarely if ever approached in a critical vein. Indeed,
without it the entire nature of the·scientific enterprise would undergo such
a radical transformation that no one can even conceptualize what it would
be like. Nature is reliable. If you release a rock, it falls and it falls reliably.
Should one fail to fall, then systematic efforts are carried out to determine
why. It may be found that it was lighter than the surrounding medium, that
wind currents supported it, that magnetic fields affected it, or that there
was some other reason. These new principles of mass, air movements,
magnetism, and the like are investigated; their properties are examined;
their modes of action are eventually understood; and through it all nature
remains reliable. Released rocks fall unless they are lighter than air,
affected by wind currents, magnetic fields, etc.
Of all existing scientific disciplines, from the established, like classical
mechanics, to the newer and more speculative, like neurobiology, one and
only one fails to display reliability-the "science" of the paranormal. Psi
effects are notoriously unreliable and, interestingly, the proponents of the
effects are among the first to point this out. They often speak of psi as "shy"
or "elusive" and offer such rationalizations as the existence of "bad vibes"
emanating from nonbelievers that prevent the appearance of the
phenomena.
How, a skeptic is forced to ask, can we study scientifically a will-o'the-wisp? How can one apply empirical analytic ~rocedures to a set of
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phenomena that "refuse" to appear reliably when the requisite conditions
are established? What would the study of magnetism be like if magnets
displayed "shyness" and revealed their properties on a random or
nondiscernible schedule?
Note that this issue has nothing to do with that hoary metaphysical
dispute over probabilistic versus deterministic principles. 1t matters little,
in the final analysis, whether the ultimate nature of reality turns out to be
fundamentally probabilistic or ultimately deterministic-or even
ultimately deterministic in principle but only knowable probabilistically.
If nature is probabilistic, then it is reliab~v probabilistic and there will be
knowable distributions of occurrences of events and phenomena. We need
look no further than quantum mechanics to see how firm the reliability
issue is in the context of probabilistically knowable effects.
Reliability and its experimental cousin, replicability, are touchstones
of the scientific method. The rock that falls on Monday will fall on
Tuesday, the rat that discriminates between two stimuli in the morning will
do so in the evening, information in a subject's long-term memory on one
day will be there on another day. Moreover, any of these effects can be
obtained in Houston, New York, or Peking. So long as the findings of
parapsychologists cannot be shown to reveal a reliable nature and so long
as they cannot be replicated by independent investigators, they fly in the
face of the canon of the reliability of nature. One does not have to believe in
Skinnerian behaviorism to teach a dog how to beg; one cannot be expected
to have to believe in ESP in order to observe its action.

Science is coherent. Fundamental principles revealed in one domain
of science are discovered to be represented in other domains as well. Basic
principles of energy and mass, principles of cause and effect, the
unidirectionality of time, the laws of thermodynamics, and so forth, are
generalizable principles that reveal themselves in all -domains of scientific
investigation. Independent of the fact that exchanges of energy and mass
were first discovered and explored in the realm of the physical sciences,
they apply and can be shown to account for phenomena in the life sciences
and the social sciences. Cause-and-effect relationships are unidirectional
everywhere; time is an arrow with but one pointer.
Appreciate that the notion of coherence here is deeply derived and is
in a sense a corollary of the preceding canon of reliability. If an aspect of
scientifi<;; investigation reveals a set of principles that appears not to be
coherent with respect to the existing body of scientific work, close
examination of these findings invariably ensues. The operations involved
in this pursuit are interesting and not always recognized for what they are.
The nature of such an exploration, in the final analysis, involves the
determination of boundary conditions of- applicability of groups or
clusters of coherent principles. For example, when certain anomalies were
uncovered
physics at the beginning of this century and Einstein put
forward a inodel that -sketched a rather different picture of the nature of
things from that articulated by classical mechanics, it was not for the
purpose of .. overthrowing" the Newtonian model; it resulted in the
articulation of a set of boundary conditions of the applicability of
Newtonian mechanics on one side and the applicability of relativistic
principles on the other side. Within each of the separate realms the
scientific exercise is coherent, as one would expect of any consistent
theory. But more important, this "local" consistency is overlaid by a
higher-order coherency. Einstein may require a rethinking of gravity as a
warp of space, but his characterization does not negate the inverse square
law. The physicists' trick is to discern just how big or small or just how fast
or slow a thing is so that they may apply classical or relativistic principles
to it.
If this seems obscure, it is easy to find more mundane parallels in
psychology. For example, the best model of the acquisition of the
conditioned knee-jerk response appears to be that put foward by Pavlov,

in
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and the most cogent characterization of the behavior of a rat in an operant
discrimination experiment is that given by Skinner. But if you wish to gain
some insight into the nature of the processes by which a child acquires a
language, neither of these perspectives is terribly helpful. You are going to
need to call upon other theoretical analyses based on cognitive processing
with all of the attendant mentalistic notions that Pavlov and Skinner
eschewed. But note that cognitive theory does not negate Pavlov or give
the lie to Skinner; classical and operant conditioning processes still have
their value. The psychologists' trick is to discern just how complex a
learning process is so they know whether to apply behavioristic or
cognitivistic analyses to it:
All theoretical exercises provide understanding into only limited
domains of a science. No matter how vigorously the practitioners contest
the extensiveness of a particular theory, nowhere does one find
circumstances where one set of principles within a given domain violates
another set of principles from another domain. General relativity
complements classical mechanics~ cognitive science complements
behaviorism.
The .. science" of the paranormal, however, does violence to all other
domains. As currently constituted, the study of the paranormal represents
a direct violation of principles articulated elsewhere. In the simplest case,
the hypothesized· action of telepathy violates the inverse square law for the
propagation of energy. Parapsychologists have claimed that there is no
diminution in psi ability with increasing distance. Telepathic messages are
assumed to be sent and received over distances from a few feet to many
miles without any observed drop-off in receiver reliability. No other aspect
of scientific endeavor has ever produced such a claim; everywhere else
energy levels fall systematically with the square ,of the distance traveled.
Take the example of precognition. The purported ability to "see"
events that have not yet happened disrupts the established·coherency of
science on three rather extraordinary levels. In one fell swoop it
contradicts (a) the principle that cause precedes effect, (b) the linearity of
time, and (c) the first law of thermodynamics . If you "know"
precognitively about an event that will occur tomorrow, something in the
future is having a causal impact on you in the present. Thus time has been
reversed, since tomorrow is here today (in fact, it's here before tonight will
be); and effect has preceded cause, since tomorrow is dependent on today,
yet tomorrow is now affecting today. Moreover, the first law of
thermodynamics has been "overthrown," for a thing without substance
(the future) has had an impact on a material substance (you, here in the
present). No other domain of science entails such a preposterous set of
conclusions about the fundamental coherence of the existing body of
scientific knowledge. Skepticism is obligatory in the face of such claims.

Explanation is mechanistic. The nature of science has been, for
several centuries now, dependent on the existence, or at least the
hypothesized existence, of mechanisms through which particular actions
can be seen, or at least in principle understood, to be occurring. It is a
hallmark of science to be intrinsically suspicious of reported phenomena
for which no comprehensible mechanism seems to exist. This cognitive
need of ours has ori occasions led to rather fanciful notions. Prior to the
development of the theory of universal gravity, the observed rate of fall of
objects was .. explained" by hypothesizing an internal, spiritual component
of all things, inanimate and animate alike. Thus the acceleration of a stone
plummeting to earth was understood to be a manifestation of this internal,
spiritual component; the stone was ..full of joy" as it approached the
position of its rightful location on the surface of the earth. The closer it got,
the more ..joy" it felt and, hence, the faster it fell.
The hypothesized mechanism here was founded in animistic theory;
the stone was endowed with an affective capacity that of course it did not
possess. The point is that the need to have some kind of internal
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operational system through which the observed phenomenon could be
understood was overwhelming.
Take another example, one where the failure to hypothesize some
kind of coherent operational principle or mechanism led for a time to the
unfortunate neglect of a particular set of phenomena. I have in mind here
the ability of Eastern "mystics" to alter their blood pressure, heart rate,
oxygen consumption, body temperature, brain waves, and a variety of
other autonomic processes, which for most of us is beyond our voluntary
control. For a considerable period .of time these claims were looked on
skeptically by Western scientists for the simple reason that no mechanism
had been put forward that could explain how these effects could be taking
place. However, in the past few decades there has been considerable
enthusiasm over these phenomena and vigorous research into the nature of
these control systems. This new-found acceptance of the data and
enthusiasm over the effects did not result from any particularly compelling
empirical demonstration; it came in a rather straightforward manner from
the hypothesization of a reasonable mechanism through which these
effects could be understood-biofeedback. What the "mystic" does,
basically, is to learn to pick up information about internal operations of
the autonomic system and engage various voluntary muscul~r. skeletal,
and cognitive processes so as to produce the secondary shifts of autonomic
activities. With appropriate external support devices, anyone can produce
many of these alterations of body functioning.
The critical issue here is the notion of an in principle mechanism; it
does not have to be immediately shown to be tangible. Acupuncture is
regarded by most medical scientists as real because of the hypothesized
operations of "neural gating mechanisms" through which it can be
comprehended. The fact that we have no clear understanding of neural
gating mechanisms is quite irrelevant; the model provides an in-principle
mechanism through which to understand how a vibrating needle in one
location in the body can produce anesthesia in another.
In the case of the paranormal, we find a total lack of coherent
mechanisms through which to explain the reported phenomena. This is not
to say that mechanisms have not been put forward. The difficulty is that
those that have been proposed run afoul of the first two canons discussed
above. How could telepathy work? Brain waves are too weak, and anyway
they are known to obey the inverse square law. How could psychokinesis
operate? Again, energy levels of neurological systems are too low to affect
dice or roulette wheels. Hypothesizing an ethereal or substanceless psychic
energy violates the known laws of thermodynamics. Similar questions are
easily posed for all psi effects. Without some mechanism, some set of basic
processes through which these effects can be, at )east in principle (that is all
that is asked), understood, a skeptical stance is mandated.
Let me try to anticipate a howl or two of protest here. First, it needs to
be recognized that the degree to which .a mechanism not discordant with
the body proper of science is a requisite for a phenomenon is not a matter
of pure logic. In fact, logic has essentially nothing to do with it. As
astronomer George Abell is fond of pointing out, ancient and medieval
observers never disputed tidal actions even though they knew of no
reasonable mechanism for them. The critical feature here is our first canon,
nature is reliable. When effects are extraordinarily reliable, scientists will
accept them as real and live, albeit uncomfortably, with the lack of a
coherent mechanism. Psi effects display a reliability so low that few
scientists are made uncomfortable.
Second, it would be wrong to take the preceding discussions as no
more than the .. protestations of a rigid scientific establishment that cannot
accept phenomena that disturb its arbitrary foundations. "To return to the
example of the Eastern .. mystics," the early demonstrations-of the
practitioners of this fascinating capacity were, in fact, not rejected out of
hand by Western scientists. Rather, they were viewed with a questioning
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eye and put in a .. holding pattern." They were not dismissed, because there
was nothing in them that violated the first two canons of science. The
phenomena were reliable (a yogi who could lower body temperature on
Monday could do so again on Tuesday) and coherent (nothing in the
nature of these effects contradicted the rest of the body of science). Just to
drive this point home, many of the other phenomena reported to have been
produced by Eastern mystics, such as climbing an unsupported rope, have
not been accepted by science and indeed are little more than clever
conjuring tricks.
To review our three canons with regard to the claims of the
parapsychologists: we are being asked by them to accept a group of effects
that are not replicable and which suggest that nature is not reliable, that are
lacking in coherence in terms of the rest of the body of scientific
knowledge, and for which there are no known or hypothesized
mechanisms of action. This brings me to my psychological .. law."
Psychological inertia. Again, the basic point is a simple one: scientists
are human beings and the operations of science are carried out by human
beings. Members of our species are just as susceptible to the operations of
psychological inertia as matter is to physical inertia. The existing body of
science is enormous; it encompasses all of the domains of the social,
physical, chemical, biological, and mathematical sciences. It is buttressed,
moreover, by a rich and compelling philosophical examination of the
nature of metaphysics and epistemology. Put together, this represents a
very weighty body of thought. It is a body of thought that is based on the
first two canons of reliability and coherence interwoven with the third so
that there are operations and processes that provide a foundation for the
exploration of the observed actions.
In the mind of the contemporary scientist this yields a truly
remarkable degree of psychological inertia. You won't deflect the path of
an onrushing boulder with a pea and you won't alter the path of
contemporary science with a set of claims that are unreliable, lacking in
coherence. and devoid of explanatory mechanisms.
Now there is a danger lurking here, and every honest skeptic should be
aware of it. There is a theme running through folk tales and myths: the
genie always extracts a price for those three wishes. The price of the
principle of psychological inertia is that science is somewhat conservative.
It is reluctant to accept new perspectives, new approaches, or, to use
Thomas Kuhn's term, new paradigms that run counter to the grain of the
existing scientific dogma. There have been more than a few occasions
where particular novel approaches have been vigorously resisted by the
scientific community on the grounds that they cannot be blended with the
existing body of knowledge and theory. The names that form on the lips
here are among the most prominent: Copernicus, Darwin, Freud, Einstein.
All were treated with initial skepticism and often something other than a
gentle intellectual critique. ls it possible, the skeptic must ask, that J. B.
Rhine, the founder of the first experimental laboratory for the study of the
paranormal, belongs in this company? After all, these others eventually
came to have their perspectives accepted and, when they were, unlike the
proverbial pea, they truly altered the course of science. Is Rhine a Freud? I
doubt it.
Freud may have distressed the Victorians who were disturbed over the
possibility that sex was such a critical motivational factor and he may have
received more than his share of abuse from the scientific community for the
looseness of many of his theoretical mechanisms and analytical
interpretations, but he never put forward a proposition the acceptance of
which entailed the negation of the first law of thermodynamics, or implied
time reversal, or placed effect before cause. Rhine, his co-workers, and
their intellectual descendants have done just these things. Why should the
rest of the body scientific accept these entailments, why should we assume
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that cause precedes effect everywhere but in the parapsychologist's
laboratory, that time is linear everywhere except in precognitive events,
that the inverse square law holds for all energy propagation except that of
the psychic telepath?
We need to pursue this theme further. With regard to psychoanalysts,
where their points of view were not generally accepted was when they in
fact did move to entertain processes that went against the canons.
SpecificalJy, when Wilhelm Reich extended psychodynamic theory in a
way that did violence to the principles of thermodynamics, as when he
hypothesized the existence of "orgone energy," he was dismissed out of
hand. Now it is important to realize that there was and still is no simple and
objective method of evaluation that could possibly demonstrate that
Freud could handle more of the data than could Reich, or that Freud's
theory made more accurate predictions than did Reich's, or that Freud's
characterizations of psyche were more parsimonious than Reich's, or that
Freud's method of therapy was more effective than Reich's, etc. Moreover,
Reich could not possibly have offended more people more deeply than did
Freud. Reich was rejected because his system did violence to the body of
science; Freud was taken seriously and his point of view woven in with the
rest of science because his did not. It is as difficult today to take Rhine and
his intellectual descendants seriously as it was to accept the Reichians a few
decades ago.
There is much more that could be said on these issues but my point is, I
hope, made. Even if I have changed no minds, at least I have given a
codification of the basis of skepticism as regards matters paranormal. This
_should provide a bit of balance to the dispute. A good deal of recent
psychological work has been· invested in trying to explicate why believers
in the paranormal are believers (see, e.g., Marks and Kammann 1980,
Chaps. 12 and 13; Siegel 1980); my intention is to provide a bit in the way of
explication of why skeptics are skeptics. It seems appropriate to haul out
that old tennis metaphor here: the ball is currently where it belongs, in the
parapsychologists' court. Satisfy the canons and recognize the manner of
action of the "law" of psychological inertia and your discipline will be
fol(Jed in with the existing domains of knowledge-and every honorable
skeptic will embrace your new science along with all attendant adjustments
that, of necessity, accompany true scientific revolutions.
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